In this article, the dynamic responses of heat exchanger networks to disturbance and setpoint change were studied. Various control strategies, including: proportional integral, model predictive control, passivity approach, and passivity-based model predictive control were used to monitor all outlet temperatures. The performance of controllers was analyzed through two procedures: 1) inducing a ±5% step disturbance in the supply temperature, or 2) tracking a ±5 o C target temperature. The performance criteria used to evaluate these various control modes was settling time and percentage overshoot. According to the results, the passivity-based model predictive controllers produced the best performance to reject the disturbance and the model predictive control proved to be the best controller to track the setpoint. Whereas, the ensuing performance results of both the PI and passivity controllers were discovered to be only acceptable.
INTRODUCTION
Heat exchanger network, or more commonly known as HEN, is widely used in the chemical processing operations of industry to recover energy. Since energy conservation can signifi cantly reduce operating costs, studying the effects of effi cient recovery methods is benefi cial to both small and large industry. However HEN also introduces interactions which may signifi cantly change the overall plant dynamics, lead to slower response, increased sensitivity to disturbances and even instability 1 . Therefore, an effi cient control system is required for this operation to cause the rejection of disturbances, to follow setpoint commands effectively, and to yield a robust performance outcome.
The proportional integral (PI) control method is one of the most common approaches used to examine heat integration processes. It operates on the error signal to produce a control signal. The desired parameters are normally achieved by tuning the system to the inherent conditions without specifi c knowledge of a plant model 2 . This is not only due to its simple structure, which is conceptually easy to understand and makes manual tuning possible; but is also a method which provides adequate performance in the vast majority of applications.
Another widely accepted control technique is the powerful model predictive control (MPC) method. Its ability to handle multi-variable interactions, constraints, and optimization requirements in a systematic manner makes it a valuable asset. MPC is an online optimization--based approach that has been developed to achieve both convergence and optimal performance. Various papers deal with MPC-for example, nonlinear aspect that is characterized by the use of nonlinear system model in the prediction 3 , robust aspect in the presence of uncertainties 4 , MPC implemented on the district heating system 5 . However, the MPC analysis does not guarantee closed-loop stability by itself. Several control schemes have been developed to achieve stability; many of them are based on Lyapunov stability theory 6, 7 .
Even though the Lyapunov approach is a useful method, there is no general application for fi nding Lyapunov functions. As a result, trial and error are often used 8 . Meanwhile, the concept of passivity is simpler and has been used to design stable control systems or to show stability in control systems. To achieve a closed-loop stability and robust performance; both the passivity theorem, together with a decentralized unconditionally stable condition (DUS), must be performed 9-12 . In addition, a control system that combines MPC and passivity methods was developed by Raff et al. 13 to take advantage of both MPC and passivity concepts.
Our objective in this work was to study the results of a dynamic simulation and to compare the closed-loop performance of PI, MPC, passivity, and passivity-based MPC control methods; in reference to disturbances and set-point changes for a heat exchanger network.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Development of heat exchanger model
The simple heat exchanger in Figure 1 can be modeled as a series of perfect mixing under the following assumptions:
(1) Only a countercurrent heat exchanger type will be modeled because of its thermal equilibrium performance.
(2) The lump system will be considered in each mixer. (3) There will be no phase change in order to simplify the heat transfer coeffi cient. The mathematical model of each stage (mixer) will be as (1) (2) where i represents 1 to N. Subscripts H and C are used for hot and cold streams. The variables of T, F, V, ρ, and c V denote temperature, volumetric fl ow rate, volume, density, and specifi c heat capacity of the stream; respectively. U and A express the heat transfer coeffi cient and the exchanging area of its heat exchanger, respectively. And ∆T m is the temperature driving force that is assumed to be the arithmetic mean of the temperature differences (AMTD), as shown in Eq. (3). (3) In addition, it is required to incorporate bypass fractions into the model to control heat exchange. The outlet temperature after mixing is: (4) where T out is the outlet temperature prior to mixing with the bypass stream, and f is the fraction of the inlet stream being bypassed from the heat exchanger on either side; hot or cold.
The state space model can be derived from the previous equations and presents itself as Eqs. (5) and (6): (5) (6) where x is the state vector, u is the manipulated vector, x 0 is the disturbance vector, y is the controlled vector; and A, B, C, D, and E are constant matrixes.
Subsequently, Equations (5) and (6) can be converted into the equivalent transfer function form. Both the process (G(s)) and the disturbance (G d (s)) transfer function matrix are presented in Eqs. (7) and (8). (7) (8) where s is the Laplace variable and I is the identity matrix.
Four control strategies were investigated, which are briefl y explained here.
Proportional integral control
The manipulated variable, or control signal of a PI controller as u(t) function, is calculated as follows: (9) where k c and τ I are tuning parameters and e(t) is the difference between the target and outlet temperatures. The tuning parameters are calculated from the ZieglerNichols method, which is one of the most approved standards for controller tuning methods. The goal of this controller is to make e(t) = 0, and thus eliminate the offset.
Model predictive control
The concept of MPC is to predict future behavior. At each sampling instant, an optimal control sequence is obtained from solving the following optimization problem in Eq. (10): (10) where h = m, ..., p-1. p and m are the prediction horizon and control horizon respectively. The symbol   is the weight on the slack variable,  represents penalizing the violation of the constraints, r is the reference of the output, and n y and n u are the number of outputs and manipulated variables, respectively. Expressions w y and w Δu denote non-negative weights for the corresponding variable. "s.t." is an abbreviation for "subject to" means that all of the following conditions must be satisfi ed. In Eq. (10), the predictive value is based on the information available at time k. The component with (k + i|k) denotes the value predicted for time k + i.
Equation (11) shows that only the fi rst element of the sequence; Δu(k|k), is used to calculate the control action, u(k), applied to the plant. Therefore, the remaining term of Δu(k+i|k) is discarded and a new optimization problem is solved for the next sampling step of k+1.
(11)
Passivity control
The Passivity theorem states that the closed-loop, interconnected system, comprised of a strictly passive multivariable process and a passive multi-loop controller; is decentralized unconditionally stable 12 . The implementation of this concept can be summarized in Figure 2 .
Foremost, how far HEN is from being passive must be determined through the calculation of a diagonal scaling passivity index: using ν s at a number of frequency points, ω. λ min as the minimum eigenvalue, and G + (s) represent the matrix product of process transfer function of both G(s) and diagonal matrix U. The U matrix is either 1 or -1, which makes the diagonal signs of G + (s) positive. A diagonal and real matrix M can be obtained by solving the optimization problem 14 . Variables t, X, and Y are time, space of state variable, and space of output variable; respectively. When the resulting diagonal scaling passivity index profi le is smaller than or equal to zero, it means the process is strictly passive. On the other hand, a weighting function of w(s) is required to drive the process into a passive region through solving the optimization problem 15 . Also the parameters a, b, c, and k should be determined correspondingly to the introduction of a weighting function; which can drive G'(s) to a strictly passive region.
Next, the passive controller K'(s), can be designed to achieve decentralized unconditional stability. The parameters k + c,i and τ I,i are obtained through maximizing the sensitivity function of γ i with common optimization tools. The weighting function is also added to make the controller passive. K + (s) is the matrix product of K(s) and the inverse of diagonal matrix U. The resulting stable closed-loop system was shown in Figure 3 .
Passivity-based model predictive control
The passivity-based MPC scheme is similar to the MPC method, as shown in Eq. (10). The following equation, which guarantees closed-loop stability, is added into the constraint 13 .
(12)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The HEN example used in this work 13 is shown in Figure 4 . The simulations were carried out using Simulink, which is an extension of MATLAB programming language (R2011a). Disturbance rejection and set point tracking were tested to evaluate the stability and performance of the control system.
Five control loops in this HEN example are described as:
( The process and the disturbance transfer function matrix of this HEN example is shown in Eqs. (13) and (14) . The elements of the matrix are presented in the Appendix. 
Proportional integral controller
Tuning parameters of the PI controller were designed using an auto-tuning mode and are presented in Table 1. tuning parameters of each control-loop are shown in Table 2 .
After supplemental weighting function was added to the controller to initiate a passive property, the parame- 
Model predictive controller
Based on the transfer function model of Eqs. (13) and (14), model predictive controllers can be designed using a model predictive control toolbox in Simulink.
Passivity controller
Sequential to the passivity concept described in Figure 2, the diagonal scaling passivity index was initially calculated. Figure 5 shows a resulting positive profi le; meaning that this HEN example is a non-passive process and needs additional weighting function to spur it into the passive region.
The weighting function was calculated as the following:
(15) Figure 6 shows the diagonal scaling passivity index after an additional weighting function was used. The profi le results in a negative passive property.
To achieve closed-loop stability, the controller was designed via the optimization solution in Figure 2 . The ters presented in Eq. (16) were used to fi nally achieve control of the system.
Passivity-based model predictive controller
Based on the passive transfer function model of Eq. (17), passivity-based model predictive controllers could be designed using a MPC Design Task. Each element in the matrix is presented in the Appendix. The results show that each controller can completely regulate output responses to reach their designated targets. The disturbance does not affect the outlet temperature of cold stream 3. For each controller, the settling time (T s ) and percentage overshoot (PO) of controlled variables (CV) are concluded in Table 3 .
Disturbance rejection test
An inlet temperature of hot stream 2 was considered to be a disturbance in this case. Figure 7 reveals the dynamic responses to the change of a +5% step disturbance occurring at the 5,000 th second and a -5% step disturbance developing at the 10,000 th second. Settling time is the time required for the response to reach and stay within a specifi ed tolerance band (±5%) of its fi nal value. Percentage of Overshoot refers to the normalized difference between the response peak value and the fi nal value.
The settling time is measures of the speed of the response, whereas the percentage of overshoot is related to the quality of the response. It is evident that the passivity-based MPC's performance is the best method employed in this case, due to its rapid settling time and the smallest percentage of overshoot. The controlled response of the PI and the passivity-based MPC procedures are actually comparable, but PI's settling time is considerably larger. Whereas, the MPC and passivity controller's performances are satisfactory, based on the acceptable values of settling time and percentage overshoot.
Setpoint tracking test
An outlet temperature of hot stream 2's setpoint is considered altered. Figure 8 shows the dynamic responses to the change of a +5% step setpoint beginning at the 5,000th second and a -5% step setpoint occurring at the 10,000th second.
The experimental results indicate that each controller can fully control output responses to reach their intended targets. The setpoint changing does not affect the outlet temperature of cold streams 2 and 3. For each controller, the values of settling time (T s ) and percentage overshoot (PO) of controlled variables (CV) are presented in Table 4 .
Resulting observations indicate that the MPC model provides the best performance because its settling time and PO are better than those of other controllers. The performances of the PI, passivity, and passivity-based 
CONCLUSIONS
The performances of several advanced control techniques were examined and compared for a case of heat exchanger network. The passivity-based MPC controller is the best to reject the disturbance. The MPC system was also shown to be the best controller to track the setpoint. The values of an average settling time of proportional integral, model predictive, passivity, and passivity-based model predictive controllers were observed as 513, 529, 687, and 324 seconds, respectively. The average percentage overshoot values for proportional integral, model predictive control, passivity, and passivity-based model predictive controllers were found as 0.1473%, 0.0429%, 0.1960%, and 0.1187%, also respectively. Therefore, it was proved that the passivity-based model predictive controller is the best system choice in this research.
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